Scientific council composition

Members of the scientific composition

Ms Marie-Aline Bloch – Professor at the Department of human and social sciences - EHESP

Ms Véronique Bustreel – National Counsellor for Work – Employment – Training & Resources, Association des Paralysés de France

Mr Didier Fontana – In charge of disability issues at the Ministry of Economy and Finance, Cellule de recrutement et d’insertion des personnes handicapées – Presenter of the FIPHFP’s scientific council

Ms Léonie Hénaut – Research fellow, Centre de sociologie des organisations (Center for Sociology of the Organizations) – Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (National Center for Scientific Research)

Mr Yvonnick Lavolée – In charge of partnerships, FIPHFP

Ms Claire Le Roy Hatala – Sociologist

Ms Laurence Marin – Assignment manager of professional inclusion, Compensation management of the loss of independence

Ms Florence Weber – Professor of sociology and social anthropology, Team for Enquêtes, terrains et théories (Centre Maurice Halbwachs) and MEDIPS team – École Normale Supérieure – Titular of Mental Disability and Decision For Others Chair, a joint-chair ENS-EHESP, funded by the CNSA

Ms Myriam Winance, Research fellow, Centre de recherche, médecine, sciences, santé, santé mentale, société – Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale (French National Institute of Health and Medical Research)